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Abstract

THE CONCEPT OF OVERCOMING THE POLITICAL: AN INTELLECTUAL
BIOGRAPHY OF SS-STANDARAND PROFESSOR DR REINHARD
HOEHN, 1904- 1944
By Joshua A Katq M.A
A thesis submitted in partial llfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of

Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.

Virginia Commonwealth University, 1997
Major Director: Dr. Joseph W. Bendersky, Professor and Director of Graduate Studies,
History Department
This study examines the interconnection between the ideas and political activities
of Reinhard Hoehn during the Weimar and Nazi Eras. In particular, Hoehn's poIiticaI
writings, which are closely analyzed, indicate a continuing commitment to the ideals of the
Conservative Revolution through his changes in political affiliations. It serves as a case
study of the much debated relationship between the Conservative Revolutiort and Nazism.
While developing as a radical right-wing Weimar intellectual, Hoehn joined a
succession of Revolutionary Conservative Kampfuen&.

His political writings and

affiliations showed a commitment to the destruction of liberal conceptions in politics,
sociology, and legal theory.

His ultimate objective was the estabtishment of

v

Volksgemeinschqfi in Germany. When by 1931 his hopes for achieving these goals
through the conservative Jungdeutsche Or&n ended, he began working for the SS.
During the Third Reich, Hoehn eventually served as a Iegal advisor to Heinrich
Himmler and as the head of Zen~ralabteilungII/2 of the Sicherheitsdiemt (SS Security
Service), which investigated "German Spheres of Life."

He also wrote considerabIy

during the Third Reich on both Gennan law and international relations. His theories
revealed a preoccupation with eliminating &om law the concept of sovereignty and
individualism as continuing vestiges of absolutism and liberalism. This belief led Hoehn to
attempt to eliminate the 'individual personaiities' of both the state and Nazi Party. He
thus deviated fiom Nazi ideolcgues aad leaders on these significant matters, while he
made compromises with the SS on issues of race and Himmler's political interests.
However, an examination of Hoehn's writings and activities in Weimar and the Third
Reich shows a dedication to aa idealism that was in part distinct tiom Nazi orthodoxy, as
well as a political realism in the sense that he knew his ideals were &tile without the
political backing of the SS.

7
political divisions caused by plutocratic parties. Their totalitarian solution, which placed
the will of the community above that of the individual and which preached the organic
integration of all aspects of the Volk, perceived the Volk, in the words of Edgar Jung, as

"an 'emotionally-determined, total personality,' an 'organism whose wholeness the
individual only senses, but can never recognize, because he himself is only [a] part of it.""

Yet, this description of Gemeiltschaft appeared only as an abstract vision-even
while these writers demanded a "concrete-political" solution." The writers who
emphasiued these visions refrained fiom placing limits on their GemeinschqF theories,
because, as an organic concept, Gemeinscw could not be created as one would through
a political pla~onn. Only through the experience of feeling Gemeimhaft could its
preconditions become a concrete reality. To be sure, there, however, was a tension here
between the idealism of the experience and the implementation of that ideal.
Reinhard Hoehn worked within this tense dichotomy between the theory and the
realization of the ideal. Throughout the changes in his political life-whether a member of
the anti-Nazi Der Jungdeut.de Orden or Hitler's SS, there remained a fundamental
commitment to the theory and praxis of Volksgemeimchaft. His writings during Weimar
and the Third Reich displayed a remarkable consistency in this idealism that was reflected
in his political activities in both periods. He was a radical in the sense that he strove to
uproot Gesellschafr by attacking manifestations of individual personality, whose existence

''Stefan Breuer, Anatomie der Konservative Revolution, second edition,
(Darrnstadt, 1995), p. 86.
"Gerstenberger, Der revolutionaer Konsenativismus, p. 43.

